Create Your Own Homepage!
1. Go to Repl.it, Sign up, Create a Repl in HTML and give it a name.
2. Include a header (using H1, H2, or H3 tags). And create at least one paragraph (<p>).
3. Test what you have so far by hitting the run button.
4. Add 3 links to your favorite sites. Have at least one of the links come up in a new
window or tab (by adding target=_blank).
Example:
HTML: <a href=”http://www.google.com” target=_blank >Google</a> is my favorite
site. OUTPUT: Google is my favorite site.
5. Upload an image (perhaps an image of yourself for the top of your webpage). Using the
img tag, include the image on your html page. You can set the width and the height in
the image tag if the size is not what you want). In HTML5, you must also specify the
attribute alt and provide it with alternative text for the image. This can be used by
screen readers.
Example:
<img src="smiley.gif" alt="Smiley face" width="42" height="42">
6. Create an ordered or unordered list somewhere on your page with your hobbies.
7. Have fun with the webpage – make it your own. Add any additional content you want
me and your classmates to see. If you’d like try out line breaks <br>, horizontal line
across the page <hr>.
8. Additional Challenges (Optional):
a. Add comments in your code <!—I am a comment -->
b. Experiment with using <b> vs. <strong> and <em> vs. <i> what happens? Why
do you think that is?
c. Try out 2 HTML Semantic Elements
Part 2: Submission

9. Go to the D2L discussion forum called Your Webpage and create a thread and in it put
the url of your site. Make the URL a link so your classmates can just click on it rather
than having to copy and paste. Test it to make sure it works and will bring someone to
your spotlight page!
10. Reply to two of your classmate’s posts with comments on their webpages.

